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In 2020, Ben and my marital problems became the front of our 

relationship and affected those around us. We are the extreme 

of marital issues that most people wish they never have to deal 

with. Ben's affair was right before marriage and then my affair 

was in 2020. We both broke our vows to each other and 

honestly, those were easier to forgive than the years of 

communication issues and hurtful words.  

For six years, we avoided conflict resolution and sought out ways to keep score 

and hurt each other. We ended up being un-divorced roommates and just 

stayed in the same house to care for our children. In Jan of this year, after 

weeks of visitors in our house, I moved out of our bedroom and into the spare 

room of our house. I couldn't pretend anymore and refused to do so.   

Ben realized our marriage was much worse than he thought and immediately 

reached out to Mosaic for resources to help. He set up one-on-one Christian 

couples counseling and then Mosaic presented ReEngage which was starting a 

new session right around the corner. He set everything up and told me what he 

did in hopes I'd change my heart and decide to work on our marriage instead 

of devising a plan to separate.   

Group meetings around feelings terrify me! Put me in front of 200 people to 

talk about leadership and be motivating? I got that! Feelings and faults being 

spoken about? Run! I hesitantly walked into ReEngage still a bitter woman of 

"oh he will never change".   



On the first week—yes, I said first week—we began to communicate better. We 

did the speaker listener technique and it has been a game changer since. We 

have brought up difficult things and learned about grace and forgiveness. We 

have learned about putting our spouse first and reflecting on the wrong we 

have allowed to take over our lives. We didn't just learn about these things, we 

took action and put in work.  

We were going to church but missing the piece of putting God into our 

marriage. Even though our vows were around putting God first, we failed. 

Mosaic and ReEngage has turned a failed marriage on the brink of disaster to a 

thriving marriage that seeks water to continue to flourish. We still have 8 weeks 

left but I know that we will continue to seek courses like this and use our 

experiences to provide encouragement to others in the future.  

— TANYA


